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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

We wish to begin with a mention of two interesting facts we 

came across while going through available literature on tones in 

Panjabi and pitch levels in Vedic Sanskrit. 

The first fact is that a scholar believes that there are four 

tonemes in Panjabi in opposition to the popular belief that Panjabi 

has just three distinctive tonemes 1
. 

The second fact which would be of much interest to Sanskrit 

scholars is that there is a scholar who maintains that Vedic Sanskrit 

has four pitch accents and not just three as it is generally regarded2
• 

Such types of diverse but firm opinions provoke one's sense 

of righteousness,which then perpetually compels one to know more 

and more about the differences so that one finds himself very close 

to the reality at least, if not truth one day. This study in a way is an · 

attempt to integrate such diverse views. 

1. Malik, A N., 1995 - Phonology and Morphology of Punjabi, MRML,India 

2.See on the subject of Vedic accentuation, Prof. Roth's preface to the Nirukta : two treatises 

byWhitney in the journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. IV p. 195 etc. V. p. 381 etc. 
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Historically, Panjab used to be called Aryavartta -Abode of 

the Arya. Incidentally, Aryavartta was the land wh.ere early Vedic 

literature (8igveda) was composed (Cardona 1984 ). 

In Bigvedic texts we find pitch levels marked which are three 

in number. These accents have been translated as acute, grave 

and circumflex. On the other hand Panjabi language is regarded as· 

the only Modern Indo Aryan language having tones. A lot of 

controversial views regardi_ng the origin of tones in Panjabi language 

are there. Till now it is a mystery how come Panjabi is the only 

language among MIA languages having this feature. A lot of scholars 

maintain that tones in Panjabi are nothing but the pitch levels of 

Vedic Sanskrit -a language Panjabi is said to be present day form 

of. Such facts paved way for a study which attempted to see a 

correlation between the pitch levels of Vedic Sanskrit and tones in 

Panjabi. 

As an attempt to solve this mystery this study has basically 

come out to be a comparison of the original Vedic Sanskrit text 

with the text of Panjabi to see whether a correlation exists between 
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the places of occurence of Panjabi tones and Vedic pitch levels or 

not. From the findings of this, generalisations that could have been· 

possible have been made. Chapter 5 of this dissertation has been . 

fully devoted to this task. In this chapter no attempt has been made 

to explain presence or absence of correspondences. 

But as we stated in the beginning of this chapter that there 

are diverse views regarding the number of pitch levels in Vedic 

' 
Sanskrit as well as tones in Panjabi even among the scholars who 

belong to the same region as far as Panjabi is concerned. So it 

becomes necessary to justify why do some of the scholars maintain . . 

that there are three pitch levels in Vedic Sanskrit whereas others 

do not. The same goes for Panjabi also. Why do most of the scholars 

maintain that there are three tones in PanjabL Moreover the 

definitions of pitch levels in Vedic Sanskrit as well as tones in 

Panjabi also differ from person to person. Nevertheless, most of 

these opinions appear to be intuitive only if not largely matters of 

perceptual difference. All this makes it necessary to ponder over· 

what all can be called pitch levels in Vedic Sanskrit and how we 
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can define tones in Panjabi. Chapter J not only explains in detail 

what are the tones in Punjabi but also justifies why .do the scholars 

assume them to be three in number as high, mid and low or 

otherwise. On the same line Chapter 4 explains the pitch levels in 

Vedic Sanskrit, the marking system as given in Vedic texts and the 

reasons why do scholars regard them as three in number. 

As far as motivation to pursue this study is concerned I think· 

intellectual curiosity stands out as the Central. But, nonetheless,·. 

apart from this it has significant relevance in a number of areas 

which we will mention in the following lines. An integration of diverse 

views about tones in Panjabi will necessarily help one to have a · 

close picture of available literature on tones in Panjabi. Descriptive 

study of tones in Passnjabi finds application in a no. of areas 

including 

~ Demographic studies :- This study will be of much help to 

demographers as now in preference. to articulatory. basis, 

peculiarities based on voice and suprasegmental features are more 

important. 
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_QJ Speech Pathology :- This study will help practitioners and 

speech therapists account· for following conditions commonly·· 
. . ~ 

reported in patients suffering from paralysis of vocal chords, . 

laryngectomization; epilepsy, stuttering, migraine, pseudo I· . 
. ., 

progressive bulbar paralysis and parkinsonism etc. ( Malmberg, 

1968). 

i.) Loss of ability to hold a tone 

ii.) The tone of the voice is wrong. 

iii.) Patients complain of thickening of voice. 

iv.) Monotonous speech. 

v.) Poor singing voices 

~ Speech Training :- Specialists who hold special training 

ses~ions t~ enable normal speakers gain better control over pitch 

,variation and voice modulation can benefit from the study. Cine-

Artist~. news-readers; comperes, theatre personalities and all other 
I 

who work in the areas related to speech and electronic media can. 

gain from the study. 

'!2 
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Moreover studies. related to vowels of languages exploiting 

tonal phenomenon can also refer to this study as it is generally 

regarded that a study ofvowels without any reference to their tonal . 

I pitch variations accompanying them will be quite meaningless 

because tonal contours ultimately contribute towards characteristic 

sentence melody and the rhythm of the language ( Narang 1989 ). 

Phonology they say is a semantically conditioned science. · 

Nevertheless phonemes exhibit no dual structure, meaning enters 

discourse at a higher level than sound and phonology is therefore 

a homogeneous science. The same has been assumed to hold good 

for this study. And the fact that prominence can be given to a syllable 

by pronouncing it louder, with greater accuracy; with a higher pitch · 

or by giving it longer duration is the. underlying belief which will . 

form the starting point. 
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Chapter- 2 

THE PROSODIC ORGANIZATION 1 

2.1 PITCH AND LOUDNESS 

Syllables vary in their perceptual prominence. The patterns. 

of varying syllabic prominence that result from the interactions of 

the four elements- pitch; loudness, duration and articulatory quality 

- give each language a characterstic texture, over and above the 

segmental detail of the language. This texture is made up of the 

interwe&Wi ng of three main patterns of supra-segmental 

organization. These three patterns are those of the prosodic, 

metrical and temporal organization of the speech material. The 

function of the present chapter is to consider the contribution to 

the suprasegmental texture of speech of the pattern of prosodic . 

organization of pitch in the variation of melody in individual 

utterances. 

The melody of an utterance is communicated chiefly by 

movements in time of the pitch of the voice. Pitch as such is a 

1. Adapted from Laver, John(1994l. 
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perceptual concept. It is phonetic correlate of the vocal folds during 

the voicing of segments. Its acoustic correlate is fundamental 

frequency, measured in cycles per secohd, for which the modern 

notation is Hz (Hertz). 

The perception of fundamental frequency differences by the 

human auditory system is remarkably accurate when listening to 

stimuli in ideal conditions. The just noticeable difference (the . 

psychological threshold or limen) in pitch discrimination between 

two notes, in the span of fundamental frequencies from 80 to 160 

Hz is of the order of± 1 Hz. Differences of less than about 1 Hz are 

impreceptible, or subliminal. Above these frequencies the limen· 

becomes progressively greater. It is conventional to describe the · 

pitch of voicing as 'higher' when the frequency of vibration of the 

vocal folds increases and 'lower' when the frequency decreases. 

The full discussion of prosodic phenomenon needs to be 

prefaced by saying that there is a, difference in kind between 

segmental features as such and supra segmental features of 

prosodic organization. A segment is defined by the mutual co-
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presence of particular features which can be regarded as 'inherent' 

to the identification of the segment concerned. Suprasegmental 

prosodic features are 'overlaid' on segments and are not inherent 

to the definition of segments. 

Another prefacing comment that needs to be made is that 

although the analysis is mostly concerned with properties of 

syllables and larger units, there remain of course lower level · 

interactions between segments and suprasegmental features. The 

effects mostly concern features by the muscular and aerodynamic 

requirements of momentary segments. Reversing the image of the 

segment as a carrier for suprasegmntal features, one could think 

of these segmental perturbations as being momentaily 

superimposed on the general trend .line of the pitch or loudness 

movements characterising the uttarance. To take a prosodic 

viewpoint both the micoperturbations and microprosodic distortions · 

are to be discounted. 

2~2 THE PROSODIC ANALYSIS OF PITCH 

An initial distinction can be drawn between the range within 
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.which pitch movements take place versus the shape, height and 

the direction of these movements. 

2.21 PITCH RANGE AND PITCH SPAN 

The melody of the speaker's voice on any given occassion is · 

not a matter of the asbsolute value of the pitch displayed by the 

voice from syllable to syllable. Pitch is related in twd senses . Fistly, 

the estimation of the pitch value of a single syllable as high, low or ·. 

mid etc .. is a relative perceptual judgement made by the listner in · 

terms of the hypothesized placement within the general range of 

pitch over which the speaker's voice is believed to move. Secondly, 

the pitch value of the given syllable in a train of syllables in 

connected speech is judged relative to the pitch values of. its 

immediate neighbours, as being the same, higher or lower.The 

melody of the speaker's voice on any given occassion is thus a 

matter of the train of relative pitch values that the listner perceives 

in the succession of syllables that make up the utterance, within 

the frame work of the speaker's assumed pitch range. 
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The definition of melody leaves matters of rythms largly out 

of account which form part of metrical analysis. It also emphasises 

the fact that the listner brings a number· of assumptions to the 

assessement of the speaker's range of pitch. These assumptions 

.bear an issue to do with different kinds of pitch range typified by 

the particular speaker's voice. One is the organic· range of the· 

speaker's pitch which is the maximum range of. pitch of which the .· 

speaker's voice is physically capable, given the biologically ·. 

determined factors of his or her laryngeal anatomy and physiology. 

The second kind of pitch range is speaker's current paralinguistic 

range, which is the adjustment within the organic range of the range 

of pitch that is exploited for momentary paralinguistic purposes of 

signalling particular attitudinal information. Cultures vary in the 

way that the utilised pitch. setting. as part of paralinguistic· 

communication.The question 'Which pitch phenomena count as . 
'-. 

linguistically significant'. can not be dissociated from the 

complimentary question of which pitch phenomena count as para

linguistically communicated. The third type is the linguistic range, 

which is the range within which the phonologically relevant pitch of 
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the speaker's voice habitually varies in paralinguistically unmarked, 

attitudinally neutral conversation. · 

The fourth type of pitch range to be distinguished is the . 

phonological pitch-span, which is the local range within which the 

speaker organises relative values of pitch for prosodic purposes 

within the whole or part of a particular utterance. Within the notion 

of the pitch-span, one can isolate two framing components. The 

first is the component contributed by the choice of the base-line 

which is the series of pitch values that is perceived as forming the 

floor of the current pitch"span. The second is the component 

contributed by the choice of plateau or top-line which is the series . 

of pitch value that is perceived as forming the ceiling of the current 

pitch-span. The interval between the base-line and the top-line. 

define the width of the pitch-span. An essential ingredient of the 

concepts of pitch-span, base-line and top-line is that they are 

defined as trends over several syllables. One of the characteristics 

of pitch phenomenon in many languages is the downward slope of 

both the base-line and the top~line with the progressive narrowing 

of the pitch-span within the linguistic range. This effect is usually · 
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called Declination. 

2.22 PITCH HEIGHT AND PITCH CONTOUR 

Within the constraints of the pitch span and any declination a 

distinction can be drawn between the relative heigtht of the pitch of 
. . 

an individual syllable and the contour of any dynamic pitch 

movement involved. Pitch-height refers to the relative placement 

of the syllable within the values of the pitch-span. Different levels· 

can be categorised as high, mid, low, mid-high, mid-low etc. as 

appropriate. The concept of pitch-contour refers to the shape and 

direction of the trajectory shown by any perceptible change in pitch 

value through the duration of the syllable. Different contours can 

be refered to as level, rise, fall, rise-fall, fall-rise, rise-fall-rise etc. 

as required. The position of the placement of the pitch values within 

the pitch-span is then a matter of combining relevant levels from 

the choices of pitch-height and ptich-contour to give composite 

levels such as high, level, high to low-fall, low to high-rise, low to 

mid-rise and so forth. Another relevant characteristic of pitch

contours is their alignment with respect to the segmental strand of 

~ I ~~ 
T I 
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speech production. For a given pitch movement may begin its 

salient movement in early, middle or late part of the syllable. 

concerned. 

2.3 THE ANALYSIS OF MELODY 

One can think of two different phonological uses of pitch, on 

the basis of the linguistic domain over which pitch pattern can be 

held to be serving contrast of functions. The first category is the . 

use of pitch in tone systems, where it serves to differentiate units 

at the level of individual word and individual syllable. The second 

is the use of pitch in intonation systems, where it serves to identify 

linguistic identities at levels higher than the word, at the phrase 

and sentence levels. 

2~31 THE.ANALYSIS OF PITCH PATTERNS IN TONE SYSTEMS 

A distinction can be drawn between uses of lexical tone in 

two main types of tone systems-those where the domain of 

linguistically significant pitch behaviour is the whole word versus 

those where the significant domain is the syllable. 
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2.311 WORD BASED TONE SYSTEM 

In this type of tone system,. a contour type pattern of pitch is 

associated with the entire word, over a variable number of syllable. _ 

This can be referred to as a word based use of lexical tone. As 

sub-variety of the use of word tone for lexical identification can be_ 

found in partial tone languages which have significantpitch on some 

syllables only. 

2.312 SYLLABLE BASED TONE SYSTEM 

In the second major type of tone system, every syllable is 

associated with the characteristic relative pitch:.value. Pike (1948) 

in his work on languages exploiting tone systems, defines these 

as having lexically significant, contrastive but relative pitch on each 

syllable. It is the pattern made up by the series of such tones on 

the syllables of the word that serves to identify the word. Therefore 

it is referred to as syllable based use of lexical tone. Pike (1948) 

suggested typological division of languages using syllable based 

tone systems into two categories, depending on what feature of the 

pitch behaviour was significant. These can be referred to as 



languages using registered tone systems and languages using 

contour tone systems to fecilitate the analysis of other facets of 

pitch use. In both types of languages as exhibiting an intonational 

function. The phrase registered tone system can be taken to be as 

a system where the relevant feature of word identifying pitch 

behaviour is the relative high of the syllable pitch is concerned within 

the speaker's pitch-span. In such registered tone systems, syllable 

may show only level pitches, only changing pitches (Rises and falls), 

or a mixture of both level and changing pitches. In the case of 

changing pitches, each of the end points of the falls and rises are 

identified with one of the level pitches; The phrase contour tone 

systems applies to the systern of tones of a language where the 

relavent feature of the word identifying pitch behaviour is less the 

relative height of the syllabic pitch concerned, but more its shape 

as the trajectory, together with its general placements in the 

speaker's pitch,.span. One also finds mixed regisrter/contour tone 

systems. Acoustic analysis reveals that in real speech the pitches 

of the so-called level tones are seldom strictly level. Acoustic 

analysis of the fundamental frequency actually used confirms once. 



again that the level tone displays a certain amount of movement, 

those substantially less than the rises and falls. 

2.313 DISCRETE LEVEL TONE SYSTEMS 

Welmers(1959) describes discrete level tone system as one . 

where the pitch value of the different tones are maintained in 

approximately as standard relationships to each other. Connell and 

Ladd(1990:3-4) characterised discrete level tone systems as once· 

in which the realisation of the tone phonemes are not supposed to 

trespass on each other's phonetic space but are realised in descrete 

frequency bands that remain more or less fixed throughout the 

utterance. Welmers (1959) also introduced the notion of downstep, · 

which is the lowering process in tonal phonology which can be · 

applied to the second of that two high tone syllables. This means 

that the choice of tone after low tone syliable. is different from the . 

choice after a high tone syllable. After low tone, the tone of the· 

next syllable can only be low or high. After high tone, however, the 
I 

next tone can be low, the high or downstepped high (that is a pitch 

slightly lower than the preceeding high but not so low as it would 



need to be counted as a low tone). A high tone after downstepped 

high is on the same level as that downstepped high. A phonological. 

feature called upstepped has also been discovered. (Schun 1978) 

Downstep as a phonological feature is to be distinguished from a 

feature of many tone languages called downdrift. This is the 

process which results in high tones after low tones being 

phonetically less high than any preceeding high tone in the 

utterance, which can be regarded as a type of tonal. assimilation 

with the low tone influencing the height of the succeeding high 

tone (Hyman 1973:154 ). To the extent that down drift is the 

characteristic of potentially a whole utterance, it can be regarded 

as an. intonational use of pitch. Downdrift and down step give a· 

language of the tone system terraced level effect(Welmers 1973). 

The repeated application of upstepped adjustments similarly results 

in a terraced level effect (Connell and Ladd 1990:4 ). 

2.4 TONAL SANDHI 

The patterns of tone in isolated forms of word often differ 

from their manifestation in different contractual positions in 

connected speech, under the influence of adjacent tones and other 
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factors. There are closer parallels between the analysis of the 

phonetic variant of tones due to contextual influences of other tones, 

of intonation, and of structural position, and analysis of the . 

allophones of segmental phonetics. Indeed the closeness of the 

analogy between these is reflected in the invention of the parallel 

terminology; phoneme and toneme, phonemic and tonemic, 

allophone and allotone, phonetic and· to netic, phonology and· 

tonology. Allotonic variation in the phonetic realisation of the toneme 

in a language due to contextual effects exercised by neighbouring 

toneme in the stream of speech are called Tonal Sandhi after the 

term used by Sanskrit grammarians. 

2.5 TONOGENESIS 

Since the form of any given language evolves with time from 

languages which were once atonal can develop tonal systems in a 

process called Tonogenesis. Languages may also lose the use of 

tonal distinctions and become atonal. One of the ways that .to.nal 

system may arise springs from micro-prosodic influences on 

perception. There is a good evidencethat, in the historical evolution 
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of language, the perception of distortions of this contextual sort 

can give rise to the development of tonal differentiations of Words 

and other grammatical units. Hombert gives a helpful summary of 

this area. 

'The historical development of tones '-- can result from the re-

interpretation by listener of a previously intrinsic .cue after the recession and 

this appearance of the main cue ... The development of contractual tones on 

vowels due to the loss of a voicing distinction on obstruents in pre-vocalic 

position is probably the most well documented type of tonogenesis. When 

such a development occurs, a relatively lower pitch register develops on vowels 

following the previously voiced series, and a relatively higher pitch is found . 

after the previously voiceless aspirated series. The process can lead to a 

multiplication by two of the number of tones. If the languages are tonal, it will . . 

have two tones after the developments; an already existing two tone system 

can be transformed into a four tone system, and so on' (Hombert 1978:78). 

2.6 TONE FROM A FUNCTIONAL POINT OF VIEW 

Andre Martinet notes that students of language normally tempt to .. 

base their analyses and classifications on the physical nature of what is 

recorded, such a procedure according to him is not .only misleading in 
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far less complex domain of phonematics but it is also throughly confusing 

when, as in the case in prosody,. the same physical reality, language 

melody, is in some languages atleast, put to three different uses. As he 

says that the functional approach offers the only valid method for the 

understanding of prosodical matters, their scientific treatment and 

presentation. We are trying to summarise his views on functional 

segmentation in prosody and what should be called tone in a language . · 
. . 

According to him in a functional approach to phonology, the physical 

nature of the items involved is not decisive. But as one cannot disregard 

segmentation he allows one to retain it as the criterion for distintguishing 

between phonematics and prosody and for attributing a given feature to 

one or the other chapter of the phonological description . But if one wants 

to distinguish between different types of prosodic elements or features 

one has been asked to revert to function as a lodestar. He also calls to 

replace terms like pitch and melodic height From a functional standpoint 

in prosody a distinction can be made between tone, accent and 

intonation. The three types are thus ordered, linguistically, from central 

to marginal, tone being decisive for establishing the identity of significant 

unit and highly characteristic of specific languages, while intonation at 
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best gives suggestions as which is to how the speaker feels about what 

he is communicating in a manner basically the same for the all language 
. . . 

communities. The three types are thus ordered according to the 

dimensions of the frame in which each of them operates, the segments· 

characterised by tones being as a rule smallest and those where 

intonation functions largest. 

2.61 TONE 

The normal physical nature of tone is melodic. A tone is, as a 

rule, as certain feature of the melodic curve that necessarily results 

from the vibration of the glottis. The segment characterised. by a 

tone may be smaller than the phoneme and is then called a mora .. 

The function of tone is distinctive just like that of phoneme or of 

distinctive phonematic features. In other words a tonal difference 

suffices to identify the moneme or a larger significant unit in contra 

distinction to all the other units of the same class. 

2.62 ACCENT 

Accent is not meant to be distinctive. Its fundamental and 

permanent role is syntagmatic. 



CHAPTER-Ill 

TONES IN PANJABI. 

3.1 LAND AND PEOPLE. 

Panjabi speaker is there almost in every place in this world. 

United Nation estimated Panjabi to occupy 12th place among the 

languages with maximum number of speakers on the globe. Mainly; · 

it is spoken in the Panjab, the Western part of which is Pakistani . 

territory, while the Eastern part forms the Indian state of Panjab. 

The total number of Panjabi speakers in both these areas is more 

than 30 million. Speakers of Western and Eastern dialects alike 

use the same literary language and many Panjabi scholars are 

inclined to regard the Eastern and Western dialects as forms of 

one single Panjabi language (Tolstaya 1981 ). The birth of the 

Republic of India in 1950 gave a new impetus to the development 

of Panjabi, as it is Indian Government policy to encourage the · 

growth of local languages: Panjabi is now recognised as the official 

language of education, both for primary education in schools and 

for higher eduction in universities, and many newspapers and 
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periodicals are published in it in the Panjab and other states. People · 

from Delhi, the state adjoining Panjab in India, which is also the . 

second state after Panjab having maximum number of Panjabi 

speakers, are raising voices for Panjabi to be made ttie second 

language of the state. Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, 

Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan are among other states 

where even if people don't speak Panjabi . they understand it very 

well. The reason for which goes much beyond the story of common 

lexicon as it appeared to us. We are also of the view that i~ 

researched properely, this area of research can yield many new 

reasons for such an affinity. Panjabi pop songs have proved out to · 

be heart-throb of every young and old during the last decade all 

over the world. Hardly is there any movie in Hindi (national language 

of India) nowadays which does not include a song or few words of 

Panjabi. Not only we have a lot many Panjabi movies and serials 

coming up on small-screen in India at present but there also exists 

.a separate satellite cable T.V. channel entirely devoted to 

programmes in Panjabi. 



3.2 DEVELOPMENT 

Panjabi, the form as we know of today, took this shape 

probably much before Guru Nanak Dev used this language to 

compose verses. According to some scholars Panjabi development 

can be dated back to 1Oth century but nobody has been able to fix 

any exact date. Certain lexical forms in modern Panjabi usage 

can be traced back to Vedic times. It developed alongwith other 

new Indo-Aryan languages. It has served as lingua franca for the 

discourses ofwandering Yogis. One cannot say with surety whether 
/ 

it developed from · Kaikayi or Saurseni Apabhra~sha but Prakrit 

and Apabhramsha no doubt have been the main contributors. In 

the past there has been a long debate whether Panjabi is an Aryan 

language or not. But the issue seems to have settledJor once and 

all with most of the views falling in support of Panjabi being an 

Indo-Aryan language. 

3.3 GROUPING AND CLASSIFICATION 

When it comes to classification and grouping of Panjabi with 

other NIA languages a lot many differences are there the way 



various scholars view. Hornle (1886) classified it as Western dialect 

of the North-western group alongwith Sind hi, Gujarati and Western 

Hindi. Sir George A. Grierson (1916) put Panjabi in the inner sub

branch of the Central group alongwith Rajasthani, Gujarati and 

Western Hindi. The .other sub branch called· outer sub-bran.ch 

contained Lahnda and Sind hi. Chatterjee (1926) put Lahnda, Sind hi 

and Panjabi in one group whereas Rajasthani and Gujarati form 

another group. In 1931 Grierson held that Panjabi is the language 

of the midland group of languages whereas Lahnda and Sindhi form 

the North-western group. Turner (1975) felt that North-western 

group contains Lahnda and Sindhi only and Panjabi belongs to the 

Central group. Cardona (1974) found Kashmiri, Western pahari, 

Central pahari, Nepali, Lahnda, Panjabi and Sindhi in the group 

called North-western. Nigham (1972) sub ... classifies Sindhi, Panjabi 

and Lahnda in one group. Haudricourt (1970-p.6) says that Panjabi 

is in unique position as it geographically links the Aryan languages 

of India to all the Indo-European languages. 

Massica (1991 ,p.118) notes that ''Contrasted tone is reported 



from several NIA languages and dialects but undoubtedly the classic 

case of tone in N lA is Panjabi". It can be said that Panjabi is the 

only Modern Indo-aryan language having fully developed tone 

system. 

3.4 WRITING SYSTEM 

The Gurumukhi script is syllabic. The Gurumukhi alphabet 

consists of 35 letters and for this reason also known as Peinti ( · 

). The word Gurumukhi means proceeding from the mouth of the 
. . ' . . 

Guru. At the time of Nanak, the first Guru of the Sikh community 

(1469- 1538), three alphabets were in use in the Panjab. One of 

these Bhatakshari was used by Nanak for his religious work, and it ·. 

was on the basis of this alphabet, as ammended and extended by 

the Guru Angad(1538-1552), that Gurumukhideveloped. (Tolstoya 

1981 ). 

3.5 MARKING FOR TONE 

The Gurumukhi .writing system does help in predicting tonal 

placement but not completely. The presence of symbols for voiced 

aspirates and h in the script, in most of the cases is indicative of 



tone but there many other places where such an indication is not 

available. 

3.6 DIALECTS 

If one goes by the information contained in the 'Linguistic 

Atlas of the Punjab', a monumental work undertaken by the team 

headed by Harjeet Singh Gill in 1972 there existed atleast 25 

different varieties of the Panjabi language in early 70s .. These are 

spread over places as far apart as Rothak in Haryana and Kulu in 

.Himachal. 

3.7 LINGUISTIC STUDIES ON TONAL PHENOMENA 

Tonal phenomena in Panjabi has always been an area of · 

interest to both native as well as non native scholars. As a result 

of the firrst serious attempt by T.Grahame Bailey we have 1913 

publication entitled 'Panjabi Phonetic Reader'. Mohan Singh 

Diwana (Punjabi language and Prosody, Lahore 1933) and Benarasi 

Dass Jain (Phonology of Punjabi and a Ludhiani Phonetic Reader, 

Lahore, 1934) followed him. The new techniques,developed in 

Europe, USA and UK in particular, influenced linguistic studies on 



Panjabi in mid 50s. In 1957 Kalicharan Behl published an article 

in Indian Linguistics on tones in Panjabi. The paper focussed its 

attention on the Mag hi dialect spoken in Amritsar. He followed the. 

approach propounded by K. L. Pike in his treatise 'Tonemics'. 

Carrying on with the same dialect H.S. Gill presented two research 

papers before the Linguistic Society of India on Word Tones in 

Panjabi in 1959. Then in 1960, he published his paper entitled.· 

'Panjabi Tonemics' in the Journal of Anthoropological Linguistics. 

Ved Kumari Ghai published an article about Dogri tones in 1968. · 

In 1969 for the first time comprehensive information about Puadhi 

dialect of Panjabi was provided by B.S, Sandhu. In 1974 in a special 

issue of Parakh ( a research bulletin of Panjab University) a study 

entitled 'The Articulatory and Acoustic Structure of Punjabi Vowels' 

was published. Thus study done by B.S. Sandhu was taken by some 

scholars as not only the first scientificd study of the phonetics of · 

Panjabi language but also the first systematic study of its kind in 

the Northern-Indo-Aryan languages. In between he also published 

a research study called 'The Tonal System of Punjabi' in Parakh 

issue second of 1968. In 1972, S.S. Joshi got his M.Phil. 



dissertation entitled 'Pitch and related phenomena in Punjabi'in 

Pakha Sanjam (a journal of Panjabi University, Patiala; The same 

issue of Pakha Sanjam also included a research article on tones in 

Panjabi by A,G. Haudricourt. In 1975-76 British phonetician R.K. · 

Spri.gg published his paper 'Tonal units and Tonal Classification;.· 

Panjabi, Tibetan and Burmease' in Pakha Sanjam. In the study of 

E.B.A. Awan done in London in 1974 the phonology of the verbal 

phrase in Hindko. He maintained in that study that this particular 

dialect of Panjabi has two tonal systems as opposed to three term .·. 

tonal system. And these are realised not over a word as unit but 

over a phrase. A study of tones of highly scientific nature ' The 

Phisiology of Tone' by John Ohala published in Pakha Sanjam in 

1974. In 1978 following poly-systemic approach S.S. Joshi 

submitted his doctoral dissertation on the verbal phrase in Panjabi. 

It was later modified and appeared in book form in 1989. It was 

titled'phonology of the Panjabi Verb~ In 1975 Mukhtiar Singh Gill . 

. worked on the Phonological Patterns of Panjabi spoken in Barnala · 

Tehsil. Manjit Singh Dhutti worked ori Bawri dialect in 1975. It is · 

said that it shares a tonal system of Panjabi. Baldevraj Gupta in 



1975 presented a comparative study of Panjabi and Tamil 

Phonology. N.R.L.C. of CIIL in 1980 published Punjabi Phonetic 

Reader. It is very useful book for teaching Panjabi sound system. 

In 1982 Ashok k. kalra in 'Some Aspects of Panjabi Language' 

questioned the findings of earlier scholars regarding the nature of 

tones. According to him, tonal phenomena in Panjabi is predictable 

and can be taken care of by the means of some rules. In 1985, Tej 

K. Bhatia tried to explain the development of tonal system of Panjabi 

in his work 'The Evolution of Tones in Panjabi'. In 1989 Vaishna 

Narang brought out spectrographic analysis of vowel system of 

Panjabi. She did her study at a laboratory in California. In 1991 . 

Collin P. Massica brought out a book entitled 

'THe Indo Aryan Languages'. Amarnath Malik who has done his 

studies in America has come out with the detailed study of Panjabi 

phonology in 1995. A lot of young scholars from Panjab, Delhi and 

C.I.E.F.L. Hyderabad have been revisiting the issue of tone itime 

and again for past few years. Most of these studies are in 

unpublished form. 
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3.8 NAMES AND NUMBER OF TONES 

Although different descriptive labels have been assigned to 

tones by different linguists but there is a broad agreement among 

scholars that there are three distinctive tones in Panjabi. But, almost 

everybody differs in his views when it comes to. defining the nature 

of tones in PanjabL The table given on the following page will make · 

picture more clear. ltis followed by a detailed discussion on nature 

of tones in Panjabi as stated by various scholars from time to time. 

As the chart suggests most of the scholars refer to three . 

different entities when they refer to tones in Panjabi except· 

Amarnath Malik who maintains that there exists a fourth toneme 

namely rising - falling but in the beginning of his book, in the 

phoneme chart he also metioned that there are three tones in 

Panjabi (Malik 1994), According to T. Grahame Bail.ey (1913, P.XV) 

these can be termed 'low rising (or 'low rising-falling')' 'high falling' . 

and 'ordinary tone of speaking'; Kalicharan Bah I (1957, p. 140) 

names the 'tones in Panjabi' as 'falling tone', 'rising tone' & 'even 

tone' respectively. Gill and Gleason (1963, p.44) call them 'low tone', 
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Linguist A 8 c D 

Bahl, K. C. Falling Even Rising 

Bailey, T.G. Low Ordin- High 

ns1ng ary falling 

Gill, H. S. & Low Mid High 

Gleason, H. A. 

Joshi, S. S. Tone1 Tone2 Tone3 

Malik, A.N. High- Level Low- Rising-

falling rising falling· 

Sampat, K. S. Falling Level Ring 

Sandhu, B. S. High Level Low 

Table 2 - Number and Names of Tones in Panjabi. 



'high tone' & 'mid tone'. K. S. Sampat (1964 p.1 08) has described 

these tones as falling, rising and level respectively. S.S. Joshi (1973 

p.1 0) preferred not to give any descriptive label to the tones of 

Panjabi as he thinks that all the three tones have different pitch · 

feature exponents in different contexts and are influenced by the · 

environments in which they occur. He does not see any point in 

having a descriptive label if it does not in fact describe. Therefore 

he termed them as Tone 1, Tone 2, Tone 3. Dr. B.S. Sandhu (1974. •· 

p.51) maintained that there are three tones in Panjabi namely 'level', 

'low', and 'high'. He has also studied influence of tones on the 

duration of Panjabi vowel. He observed; unlike Russian and English, 

Panjabi does not have stress system to decide durational features· 

of vowels in a word. Although he made a general statement that 

low tonal vowels are slightly longer than the level and high tonal 

but he is also of the view that nothing concrete can be said as in 

some of the cases he did not find any differece in duration between 

vowels with level and high tones. 
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Map 1 · Number of Panjabi Speakers in India based on 
1961 census. 
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3.9 NATURE OF TONES IN PANJABI 

Though a lot many scholars have written a lot .about tones 

but in this chapter on nature of tones in Panjabi. We would like to 

take up the views extended by Dr. H.S. Gill, Dr.S.S. Joshi and 

Amarnath Mallik. Dr. H.S. Gill , no doubt , has been among the.·. 

natives who pioneered the research in this area and there is hardly · 

any linguist who has dealt with tones. and has not recognised the 

excellence of his study. Dr.S.S. Joshi who although has had close 

association with Dr.Gill when they were colleagues at Panjabi · 

University, Patiala does not agree with Dr. Gill on some aspects as 

far as nature of tones is concerned. Nevertheless, both of them 

worked on different dialects. Amarnath Mallik who has worked on 

the same dialect as Dr. Gill worked on and published his research 

almost 35 years after Dr.Gill's first paper on the nature of tones in 

Panjabi says that H.S.Gill and H.A.Gieason's recent work on Panjabi 

is not a 'technical structural sketch', but purports to be a reference 

grammar based on the works of earlier writters. 

He also adds that the specimen cited in the reference grammar 

--------

1. Dr.Gill worked on majhi and Dr.Joshi on doabi. 

2. Dr.Amarnath Malik worked on Majhi dialect 

3. See introduction to Phonology and Morphology of Panjabi 
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are mainly from literature and discription pertains more aptly to the 

literary and not the spoken variety of the language. Other works 

that exist, which have also been rendered traditional and practical 

by him, according to him by no means present synchronic

descriptive analysis ofthe language. For Gill and Gleason nature . 

of the tone is not dependent on the· phonological structure of the 

word. It is ,therefore, properly marked and any one of three tonal · 

contours may begin from the first or the second syllable. But this·. 
. . 

freedom to have the onset of the tonal contour on first or the second 

syllable is only partial. He also emphasises that in a language 

with contrastive tonal contour or accent onset of the pitch which 

make the syllable more prominent than the others is phonologically 

far more significant than the exact phonetic nature of the vowels or 

the consonant. Phonetics of the tones as summerised by Gill and 

Gleason under the heading Tone Domains, Tone Onset and Tone 

Tails follows as under. 

TONE DOMAIN 

1. There are 3 significant tonal contours in Panjabi 
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2. Panjabi tone is normally realised over two syllables its domain. 

Of these the most important is the first, or onset syllable and 

it is on this syllable that the tone is written in transcription. 

3. The onset of the tone can be on either the first or the second 

syllable of the word in that case of second syllable there is a pre

tonal neutral syllable, one which is outside the domain of the tone. 

4. The second part of the tone, the tail, is on a syllable following 

that having onset. There are four important possibilities. a) The 

word may contain a syllable following that with the tone onset. In 

this case, the tail will be realised on the syllable. b). The onset 

bearing syllable may be final, so that there is no syllable within the 

word on which a tail can be realised. But the following word has 

the pre-tonal neutral syllable the tone tail. is then realised on the 

initial syllable of the following word. c) The onset bearing syllable · 

is final in the word and the word final in an utterance with an 

intonational span. In this case there is a non-phonemic prolongation .. 

of the word to allow for the realisation of the tail. This is vocalic 

release after consonant or. lengthening of final vowel. It is the 
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phonetic syllable, but as it is wholly predictable, it is not to be 

considered phonemically as the syllable. d) The onset bearing final 

syllable is followed by a word with an initial onset beaing syllable. 

TONE ONSETS 

The three tones oppose each other on onset syllables in 

atleast three ways; pitch level, pitch contour and duration. Of these,· 

pitch level often the most conspicuous, but is also most affected · 

by intonational span. The other two features are therefore, a.· 

considerable importance in distinguishing tones; High tone is higher 

than the other two. There is a marked up glide. The syllable is 

shorter than the other two. Mid-tone is intermediate in pitch between .·. 

the other two. There is a slight up glide. The syllable is of 

intermediate length. Low-tone is the lowest tone. The pitch tends. 

to fall slightly, never to rise. The syllable is appreciably prolonged 

by comparison with other two. 

TONE TAILS 

The syllable immediately after a tone onset bears the tone . 

tail. It's pitch is predictable from the tone and serves in a secondary 



way as a cue for recognition of the tone. It may be affected by the · 

following tone, but this affect is relatively minor: The tail of a high 

tone tends to remain level if the next tone bearing syllable is 

relatively higher. Otherwise it may fall very slightly. The tail of the 

mid tone generally rises appreciably, though this rise is reduced if 

the next tone bearing syllable is relatively low. The tail of a low 

tone rises even more than that of the mid tone. If however, a 

juncture/+/ intervenes between onset and tail, the pitch contour of .· 

the whole tone is generally broken somewhat. In a high pitch, the 

tail tends to be level, but at a lower level than the end of the onset.. 

The mid tone tail generally rises, but may start, lower level than the 

end of the onset, particularly to the next tone is relatively low. The 

tail of the low tone may be level or even slightly falling and often 

starts, higher level than the tone at the end of the onset syllable. 

Tones of any other syllable have little if any function in signalling 

tones in the neighbourhood. 

Dr. Joshi maintains that all the dialects of Panjabi are not 

equally tonal In those which are, tone is a word prosody. It is not· 
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the property of certain syllable only, but applies to the whole word 

as a unit. Thus the tonal contour is spread over the entire word. 

Pitch features are one of the most important phonetic exponents 

that help to keep the different terms of the system distinct from one · · 

another. Each of the term of the three. term tone system has. a·· 

number of pitch feature exponents. Certain variations in the pitch. 

levels that have been noted may be because of environment, . 

emphasis, voice register, or of a combination of two or more of these; 

The three terms of the systems Dr. Joshi has chosen are Tone 1, 

Tone 2, Tone 3. The pitch feature exponents of the each terms are . 

as follows. 

TONE 1 

A fall in pitch followed by a rise is the most characteristic 

feature of this tone. The fall in pitch starts from a little above the 

mid level, falls to low where it may remain level for some time and 

then rises to about mid level again. The rise in all cas~s does not 

necessarily reach the same level as that of the beginning point. 
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TONE 2 

Of mid level pitch which may rise a little towards the end · 

of the word is the most common pitch exponent of this tone .. The 

tonal contour starts at about mid level, slightly lower than the 

beginning point of tone 1, remains level and ends higher than the 

end point of tone 1. An initial fall in pitch followed by a rise in most 

of the cases, is an exponent of tone 1. But there is no initial fall in 

pitch in tone 2 words. This serves as an important cue to keep two 

tones distinguished from each other~ 

TONE 3. 

Rise in pitch followed by a slight fall in some cases, is the 

most common pitch exponent of tone 3. The fall however, does 

not necessarily reach the same level as that of the beginning point .·. 

of the rise. The contour of this tone is different from that of tone 2 

in that there is an initial rise in pitch in tone 3 .words but not in tone 

2 words. 

Dr. Joshi's treatment is different from that of Gill and Gleason · 

in that the concept of tone shift and tone .change are not used in · · 
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his study. Tone is the prosody stated for the whole word as the 

unit. It is stressed, not tone that shifts from one place to another 

within the word. 

Tone 1 the exponents are 

1. Voicelessness + Non-aspiration (+Piosion/Affrication)p/t/t/k/c · 
. - . -

2. Nasality m/n 

Tone 2 the exponents are . 

1. Vocalic articulation T/i / £/o/aj:J I o/U/Lt 

2. Voicelessness + non-articulation (+plosion/affrication)p/t/t/k/c 
. . 

3. Voicelessness +aspiration (+plosion/affircation) ph/th/th/kh/ch .. -

4. Voicelessness .(+ friction) s/s 

5. Voice (+ lateral occlusion) l 

6. Nasality m/n 

7. Voice ( + plosion/affrication)b/d/9/g/j 
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8. Voice + flap + alveolarity r 

9. Glottality (+ friction) h 

Tone 3 the exponents are 

1. Voicelessness + non-aspiration(+plosion/affrication)p/t/tfk/c 

2. Voicelessness+ aspiration ( + plosion/affrication) ph/th/th/kh/ch 
. . . . . 

3. Voicelessness (+friction) s/s 

4. Voice (+ plosion/affrication) b/d/q/g/j 

5. Voice(+ lateral occlusion) I 

6. Vocalic articulation 1/e/t./3/ab/o/U 

7. Nasality m/n 

8. Voice + flap+ alveolarity r 

9. Glottality (+ friction) h 

According to Amarnath Malik Panjabi has a simple gliding pitch · 

contour system of four tones with direction as the differential 
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. characteristic of the .glides. It has a rising glide, a'falling glide; a. · 
. ' .. 

. . . . . . 

rising-falling glide and a single level tone of :zero glide as the fourth ··. 
. . ~ ... . 

type of contour•. The four contrastive tones are as follows · 

a.) Level tone..: It is the average middle pitch of the speaker .. 

which remains level throughout except for a sight rise towards the .. ·. 

end of the syllable. The level tone occurs in all kinds of morp_hs1 ·.·· 
. . . ~ . . . . . . 

monosyllabic, disyllabic or trisyllabic. It may occur o~ .any or all. 

syllables of a morph irrespective of whether the syll~ble is stressed •· 

or untressed. 

· b.) .. High-falling tone.: Starting. well ab.ove the average middle 

pitch of the speaker, the pitch in this tone falls abruptlyhalf way: to . 

the middle pitch. This tone is a concomitant of aspiration and occurs.•· 

in aspirated vowels or vowels followed by voiced aspirates. 

The high-falling< tone occurs in all kinds of morphs an9 t.he · .. · 

syllable bearing this tone js always stressed. This tone corresponds ·. 

phonetically to the fourth tone of the peking dialectof the Chinese · 
. . . . . . 

language .. 



A vowel bearing the high falling tone tends to be appreciably 

shorter than an identical vowel in a similar but toneless environment. · 

Low-rising tone :- Starting from a pitch slightly above the lowest 

that the speaker can command, the pitch in his tone rises to a level 

well below his average middle pitch and then, sometimes, falls halff 

way towards the starting pitch. The tone is accompanied by a 

considerable fealing of constraint in the larynx which impacts to 

the syllable bearing it the effect of a creaky voice. 

The tone corresponds in its accoustic effects to the third tone. 

of the peking dialect. 

In the case of disyllabic and trisyllabic morphs which have 

tone on the first or secong syllable but stress on a subsequent 

syllbale, a part of the tone generally goes on the stressed syllable, ·.· · 

so that in such cases the tone is spread over two syllables. It is ·. 

called extension of tone. 

Rising-falling Tone 

This is a combination of the low rising and high falling tones. 

The double tone occurs only in the first syllable of morphs. ·The 



tonic vowel is either aspirated or preceds a voiced aspirate and is 

preceded by un-aspirated voiceless plosives and affricates. The 

number of words with the double tone is not very large. 

The morpho-phonemic phenomenon is observed when 

causatives are formed from verbs which bear high falling tones, the 
. . 

shifting of the stress, to the subsequent syllable is accompanied 

by a change of tone from high-falling to low-rising. 
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PITCH LEVELS IN VEDIC SANSKRIT 

4.1 PITCH ACCENTUATION 

Among the pitch using languages· of the Indo-European 

family, Vedic is the oldest and it preserved on the whole the primitive 

Indo-European system of pitch accentuation 1
. Accentuation in 

Sanskrit is only marked in the Vedas. Generally, for these varying ·· · 

pitch levels three names are recognised by scholars : 

1. 'udatta' ,"raised" i.e. the elevated or high tone 

2. 'anudatta', "not raised" i.e. the low or grave tone. 

3. 'svarita', "sounded" i.e. the sustained tone. . . 

'Svarita' is said to be neither high nor low but a mixture of .·. 

the two. Although there are only three recognised names of the 

accents some scholars believe that when viewed computationally 

to adjust the exact relationship between the sounds of three accents 

by arranging them in regular musical series or progression, one · 

link will be found missing. According to them the 'udatta' and·. 



'svarita' are names for positive sounds and the 'anudatta' for 

negative, but the neutral, general, accentless sound; which may 

be compared to a flat horizontal line, and lies as it were between 

the positive and negative, remains undesignated. 

They are also of the view that grammarians, such as Pal)ini, · 

who recognised only three names for pitch accents apply the name 

'anudatta' to this neutral accentless sound also. They view it. as. 

something not right as the name becomes .unsuited to the low tone .· 

properly so called i.e. the tone immediately preceding the high is . 

lower than the flat horizontal line taken to represent the general 

accentless sound. They also give an explanation for it. According. 

to them the fact is that the exertion required to produce the high 

tone ('udatta') is so great that in order to obtain the proper pitch the. 

voice is obliged to lower the tone of the preceding syllable as much 

below this flat line as much the syllable that bears the 'udatta' is 

raised above it. They support their assertion by resorting to the fact 

·that PaQini himself explained this lower tone by the term 'sannatara' 

and the commentrators have substituted the expression 



'anudatfatara' for this. For the neutral accentless tone Panini used 

a term called 'ekashruti' i.e. the one monotonous sound in which · 

the ear can perceive no variation. 

This group of scholars maintains that there are four tones in 

Vedic Sanskrit and for that they use four different expressions. The· 

neutral, indifferent, accentless or monotonous tone represented by 

.horizontal line. The expression 'anudattatara' has been adopted to 

designate the lowest sound of all or that immediately preceding· 

the 'udatta' while the 'svarita' denotes the mixed sustained sound 

which follows the 'udatta'. 

According to Mahabha~hya, there are some other accents 

formed of the sub-divisions of these three accents. Accents then 

become 'udatta', 'udattatara', 'anudatta', 'anudattatara', 'svarita', 

'svaritodatta' and 'eka~hruti' 1 • The 'Shuklayajurvedlya Pratdakhya' 

of Katayayna 2 mentions the sub-divisions differently. It holds that 

'udatta' and 'anudatta' each is of one kind; and the third accent the 

'svarita' alone has eight varieties namely (1) 'Jatya' (2.) · 

'Abhinihataa' (3.) 'K~aipra' (4.) 'Prasli~!a; (5.) 'Tairovyanjana' (6.) · 

1. Mahabhawa 1.2.33. 

2. Katvavana·s Prati. 1.111. 
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'Tairovirama' (7.) 'Padavrtta' and (8.) 'Tathabhavya'11
. In the text 

. . . 

these three varieties have not only been defined but illustrated 

also. Kanva on the Vaj Prats2 names one accent more, that is . . ' ·. 

'udattamaya'.ln Samhitapatha one can find all these variations. 

According to AshtadhyayT, generally, the word has one 'udatta . . . 

'or one 'svarita', the other accents are 'anudatta' 3
. So in disyllabic · 

words there are many "anudattas' followed by 'udatta' or 'svarita' ... · 

As the former is inevitably influenced by the succeeding 'udatta'. ·. 

The last of the 'anudattas' cannot be pronounced like the preceding 

'anudattas'. So in comparison to the ordinary case it is uttered in a 

lower tone. Such an 'anudatta' is called 'sannatara' 4 , a term used 

by Par:tini 5 and Pata'njali6 . Similarly arises the term 'udattatara' 7 , 

. . 

The 'svarita' is classified phonologically into two, namely· 

independent and dependent. The 'independent-svarita' arises when 

an 'udatta' vowel is joined with an 'anudatta' vowel in the same 

syllable because of sandhi. For example in 'diviva', the 'i' is a 

'svarita' because it is formed by sandhi of 'udatta' 'i' of 'divi' with 

the following 'anudatta' 'i' of 'iva'. A 'dependent-svarita' arises when 

the 'udatta' is followed by two or more 'anudatta' syllables, as 

Panini prescribes a 'svarita' is substituted for 'anudatta' after 
• 

'anudatta' ( 8.4.66). 

1. S'ukla Yajurvediya Prati.1.111-1.120. 
2. Kanva's commentary on the Vaj. Prati. - 1.150. 
3. some commentrators call it 'anudattatara' also. 
4. Maxmueller. 
s. A~~adhyayf- 1.2.40. 
6. Mahabhasva on 1.2.33. 
7. Astadhycfvl1.2.35, Rgveda Prati. 3.2. . . 
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mainly there are three pitch levels or accents in VS, the acute (or ' 

udatta'), the circumflex ('svarita') and the grave ('anudatta') as·. 

revisited from time to time by various scholars.· 

4.2 ACCENT MARKING 

The marking of accents is not a part of the alphabet. To 

mark the accentuations there is a different code and special symbols 

are used to mark the accentuation. The accentuation is marked-in· 

some manuscripts of the old literature, namely in the primary Vedic 

texts or Samhitas, in two of the BrahmalJaS, Taittiriya and · 

Satapatha, in the Taittiriya Aranyaka, in certain passages of the . . . . 

Aitareya Araoyaka and in Suparnadhyaya. We come across a 

number of methods of marking the accents, more or less different 

from one another in different texts. Please refer to the table given 

on the next page, the three main accents are thus marked in the 

Sam a veda and the [?igveda respectively. 



LLd.tr/ tlf\ 

s l! Ll '( ; ·~ tJ 

vt nt.t Jcrfh\ 

S Li 11'1t\ ve t6l 
lol-1~2-\ 

f3. _9 \I Ls;\ 

$-75·25 

. s·I?WJI\ lied~ 
1·1·1·2-4-

S.:Jve.~,, 
, .. ,.'7-
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h[:Jh fo~">e_ 

. Li'YC.t/H'Yl {/e_x 

.<JVV\ ve., 

1 

z 

3 

.. 

1 ~bove_ +he_ 
.s y\\o. b\ e_ 

_ be..\o"'\3 +he_ 
,<;; y \\o. b\e_ 

. <>I~~~~ . 3'\M :3'\,~ <d(\0~ · . 

Table 3 : Accent marking in Vedic Texts 



4.3 DECODING ACCENT MARKING IN DIFFERENT TEXTS 

It is not just that the said tone exists on a particularly marked 

place and it does not exist where it has not been marked. The ac~ent · 

in vedic texts is not predictable by mere taking marks into account. 

The positions of the syllables and the contexts syllables are situated 

in also matter a lot. To predict effictively one has to take following 

rules into account before one predicts. 

The acute ('udatta') syllable is left unmarked, the circumflex. 
. ' . . .. 

('svarita') has a short perpendicular stroke above, and the grave· 

('anudatta") preceding an aucte ('udatta') or independent circumflex. 

has a short horizontal stroke below1• For example : .·· 

But the introductory grave stroke below cannot be given if an . 

acute ('udatta') syllable is initial. Hence an unmarked syllable at • 

the beginning of a word is to be understood as acute, and hen.ce . 

also, if several syllables. precede an acute the beginning· of a.·· 

sentence in Samhita-patha or 'pada' in Padapatha they mustall ··. 

alike have the grave sign 2• For instance 

I · l . · · . ·· · 
~;_.~ 1 tt 1 CJ>~t~<Jftf 1 ~fcr\mo 1 ( 'pada.:.patha') - -- --~, . . . .· 

1. Mishra <1972l 
2. Mishra (1972l 
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All the grave syllables, however; which follow a marked 

circumflex are left unmarked, until the occurence of another 

accented syllable causes the one which precedes. it to take the 

preparatory stroke 1
; For example 

· I I · I 
~~ftcn~-.-?cp but ~G~fiCflw~•'TCITlll 

.. - . \ - .. ...., '\ 

If an independent circumflex be followed by an acute or by 

another independent circumflex, a figure .1 is set after the former 

vowel if it be short; or a figure 3 if it be lorig, and the signs ofaccent 

are applied as in the following examples2 :- . 

3fq=q 1 ~: ( form 3l.~ 3l~: ) 

xnrr 3 ~: ( form Wl"T 3l~: ) 

The rationale of this mode of. designation is not well 
. . . . . ' . ' . .· . . .:. 

understood, as the P/~ti~akhyas give no account of it In the. 

scholastic utterance of the syllable so designated is made a peculiar 

quaver or roulade of the voice, called 'kampa' or.'vikampa' 3 ~ · 

Nearly accordant with this f.?.gveda. method of designating. 

accent are the methods employed in the manuscripts of the Atharva 

veda, of the Vajasaneyi Samhita and of the Taittirlya Samhitii, 

1. Mishra (1972). 
2. Mishra <1972). 
3. Maxmueller. 
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Brahmana and Aranyaka. Their differences from it are of trifling. . . . . . ·. . . 

importance, consisting mainly of peculiar ways of marking the·· 
. . 

circumflex that precedes an acute1
. In some manuscripts of the· 

Atharvaveda, the accent marks are dots ·insteacl of strokes, .and 

that for the Circumflex is made within the syllable instead of above 

it. 

In m.ost manuscripts of the Maitrayani Samhit8, the acute 

syllable itself, besides its surroundings, is marked, namely, by a-
. ' . 

perpendicular stroke above the syllable (like that of the ordinary.· 

circumflex in the Rgveda method). The independent circumflex has · 
~ . 

a hood beneath the syllable, and the circumflex before an acute is .. 

denoted simply by. a figure 3, standing before instead of after the 

circumflexed syllable2• 

/ 
The Satapatha BrahmaiJa uses only a single accent sign; the 

horizontal stroke beneath the syllable, like the mark for grave 

('anudatta') in the Fjgveda. This is. put under an acute, only under 

the preceding syllable. The method is an imperfect one, allowing 

many ambiguities. 

1. Maxmueller 
2. Whitney 



A lot many scholars find the Samaveda method of accent

marking the most intricate of all. It has a number of different signs, 

consisting of figures only or of figures and letters combined, all 

placed above the syllables, and varying according to both . the 

accentual character of the syllable and its surroundings. This 

method of accent marking is complicated and it requires a close 

investigation. 



Chapter- 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

Pitch accent in Vedic Sanskrit and tone in Panjabi bear 

some effect on meaning of the utterance. As we shall see in the 

fulbw :ing exam pJes 1, in Vedic Sanskrit the pitch accent modifies 

meaning. 

'indraS"'atr~' means slayer of Jndra ( Sasthi-tatpurusa) .. . . 
'indraS'atru' means whose slayer is lndra (Bahuvrihi) , 

In the examples given above the acute pitch accent plays an . 

important role in determining the meaning of word and 

compound. 

In Panjabi also speaking the same thing with a different tone 

results in a change of meaning2 • For example 

/ 
kora 

., 
kora \csvJ 

1. Murti <1984). 
2. Gill & Gleason <1964>. 
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Let us now take the following rules as suggested by Gill 

and Gleason into account and compare the text of Rgveda with 

the text of Adam-khor (written in Panjabi by Nanak Singh, 

Amritsar, 1953) given on the next pages. 

Rule I - In initial position in the word, the voiced aspirates indicate 

low tone on the first syllable e.g. 

\.. . 

kbra ·1_q~ 

c~ru ~-

Rule II- In final position voiced aspirates indicate high tone e.g. 

/ v 
m~g d•t(,q-

/. 
m~J ·~~ 

Rule Ill - In medial position after a peripheral vowel and with 

only a single vowelfollowing, voiced aspirates indicate high tone 

on the preceding vowel (the penultimate and usually the first 

syllable) e.g. 

rn{gi ,)v-~tr 

m1ii -:>-\r~ 



CJ 
::s 
OJ 
""""') 

rt 
~ 

en 
"0 
CD 
n 

3 
CD 
:::s 
< 
CD 
Q. -· n 
-i 
CD 
>< 
rt 

. =~f~li~~g:!.:S:~:,~~~~f:F:~:';:~~::::;;t:~s.:_:":~~>~.: -.... ~:~.:~. ,~. ~ : 
vfeli~ii~;·as'the'Suft. th~,eirllh; as tltundeibolts thi:cfi:hids : ·· 
! . ~h~i ~ing ':Ptaiacii! kno,~- all :tfu:~ ou.r. ( explaits) ; : rna; 
N~ qepart far afl.. '·.:; .: . · 

. ·. ~ s:.f: ~ ~ 1fd 11£ ~· :r'lift•~""Jt t 
~ ~ '!.;if ".I . ~ '1 fili,l'i\fltl!urt. v 

· , . 4•. Give ua not iip:, Sotui to death : may we (long) 
(behold the riaing ~Un : may our nld age brought on by 

.J(~aing) days be happy: ~a~ i NI1mm;depart far oft. 
. ·~~~~ ~tt~flnl!!:xrS:, .. 
~:. ~ !Ifif ¥!fit~:~ 'i 

5. AsUNJTI, give na back the (departed) sp'rit: t)Xt.cnr! 

our ·life that we may live (long) : Mtablish 1111 t.hl\t w~ 
may (lonsr) behnlrl tho 1mn : dri thntt chP.ri!<h thf'! ho.!y 
wtth thu yhi {Lblit v:" lu...vn uftf!r.irl). 

~\8UNITL-:-A godde88; literally, "wuthlt'lffU u( 

bre~tb o~ aouls." i.e., who prolongs !if,.. 

, ;~ ~ ~ Fo'!!"'r!' ;if~ liPtq. l 

~
'~ <4':J•~ il:td tR'1r.·~ ' ' 
Restore to na, AsUNm, sigh~ and breath. and 

.~ . yment in thia worJd: lo~.g ~"Y we bebl'ld :he rising 
f . make ua happy, gractl)m (gQddeu), wrth pro~ 

~. ty. . ' .. 

~~ :wt ~ ~ E. 1~i«<~*l' · 
tt?t·~WD p:.rn~·~ ~ . 
-':( 7; llay. earth restore the (doparted) soul to us: may 

·.··~the divine heaven, may the firmament (rc~tore it): mar 

SotM restore the· body to ~; ruay PtrsHAN re1tore to 
·us sp~ecb, whic.ll ia prosperity; , · ' . ~ . . 

Tllz ,.Fiuwwn-.-{&ym- takes pac.\Jif'" u thac 

~~::2i;liirtN:JtJ' tti~.'b~;itr,~i.ri,Eii~-~~t:~:~~i 
i.>ti,~i:r,.,:hrdtif · 

St>!tEC~t.-S!Mm· may I~ a synonym of t'l'lch; "speE>cb.'': 
"!\fay siw t:ive 11.'1 articalati(m" (patllyam mch11m, 'good 
apt•edl '). 

~·~~ :!lft·~!.m1t 
~~ · m:~·i!'Jn~ lit~~~~ .:; 

8. May the' gWlt hea v~n a~d earth, the parentS! of 
sacrifice, (grant) happinesa to StJ'DA~DJHJ: heaven and.. 
on.rth. remove nil iniq•Jity; !et hP.av11n (take :\'n·ay) 
iniquity: naay .·no ill ever approa(h thee. 
~ .. !~·~-&~ ~~~ •. 
~ •!!wii~ ~ .. ~ m: 9tvR P ~ . m 1 ~ fi ~ 

H. Hc·nu··•t.~~~ ('Htl~H. tluwu frntu ht'""''H hy .. t-\\"H8 aut! 

by· thre<"s: ,one wander11 singly in }Jenven; heaven and 

earth remove aU iniquity: let heaven (take. away) ini
quity : ma)t no ill ever approach thee. · 

Hv ~wos. Alfn sr Taazm.-BY Twor-=tbt> two 
.tblucim, t;r py. thiees=the three goddesaes 114, Sara~t~~ati 
and Blmrrrti. 

~ ~Jil ·lf <3\tquft;l(f,!,! ~I . . 

~·~ Vt:~!!fln~ •s~~~ t• 
10. Send, fNDRA, the active ox, who may bring the 

cn.rt (!:~.~len with) ;.b(> tUhinarani gra.\t8: heaven and earth,
remove all iniquity ; let hea\·err (t:U<e away) iniquity ; 
may no ill e\·cr approach thee. 

(J"' 
,~ -
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... ' .. 
~~~~ R1~n- r~ral ~ u.ra ~;3f~lH\ ul ~t:t c.t !!'Mi3oT 

~ ac"c.tra tlt~11 ·1..1-a B7f2~ fi~ o'~ u1 ~'R ~' 'Ho 
ouT Jtl ~fal'tn, @u ~~ ~a ~1 tf;!' ~, ~fve~tl'51 ~1. 
n~ fllf u31 7i €; ~ Jt~-a. \.Ua· r?)~~~ 3· t~f<J~1 ~ilo' 
r3v-at ~ fea( == l'f"Hi f~RZ fQlet\!l "Rl ;al~i f~"W'~e l"Sl!\t 

«u ~" 'Rtal f~vra1 y-a ya ~ ~~:r?;i ~1i;1i ~1 fme31 
fcne~1 avl 'Rl Av;tlr~~i c;rel~i f~ot 3· l.ua f~~ .~';!1"l}ti 
~-el"~i 'Ro, 3 nt~ o'l'5 l431 ~3 Gli31a1llli •~-el a\11 
ll1 1 ~"R ~· f~~'ll5 f~~ 'Ho~ ~' Motol ~3 it3 3 yra1 
~f?;~·~· 5 f~ ~v Mnto1 ~ 3i uo ~~ ~Jt ~llH1 
f;f}r~ral~li f~ist fl13t ~ ~"A~' af\f~, ~ 1..1a ~· \.re:l)tii .. 
fif~'i!tolll!i 3· iJ}IJ;~t li~i ~lzl a~~' " ' 

j!rmAtt;LATION 
! . 
i~t ~e sight of hel life~•panion entering the house; 
I' ' .. . ., :· 
~ul~hana fallt sh . ked. :i i~vidently, even this (his return) 

!did not bring' sat:d. facti~ to her mind1 now she meant to say 

l;far tnore to hllr h band WI-n she had in the meming, when, 

IPef~e he le~ the house~-~~he had given him a long list of ali 

l'ithe ,things thllt hat to br.1bought. Today, she had spent the 

~holle day ~ckonin up, r and over again, all the things 
! . I ~ lf 
)tha~ had been laqk~ng time now in the house, and at 
. I 
!the same ti~~~e. g•tlt~ng . ~ with her ·husband. It was her 

i:opiqion that (as s~e 
; 

• tionship between m~n 

. ¥t). the chief injustice in the rela

andl ~oelan lay in the fact that the man 

·.is ~ntinuail!y abu~~ng ·~ woman, re~inding her of her obli

'•gat~ns while shutbng ~·l!fes to his own obligations • 
. ' ;, . 

Chart 3: Specimen text of Panjabi as given in Tolstaya <1981) 



On having examined the texts closely we are of the view 

that at the level of organization and pattern tones in Panjabi are 

different from pitch levels of Vedic Sanskrit. But on the basis of 

the details, we have gone through in chapters 2, 3 and 4 about 

tone and pitch in a language, tones in Panjabi and pitch levels 

in Vedic Sanskrit, we can say that at the level of accoustic 

ph o n e tics , i. e . see i n g p u reI y the physic a I s i d e s of the . 

phenomema concerned, tones in Panjabi and pitch levels in · 

Vedic Sanskrit are exploiting the same physical phenomenon. 

But to say anything about the extent or degree of exploitation, 

and variations there of one really needs a study of different· 

order as this study of ours had a rather narrow scope because 

of lack of laboratory experimentation. In the absence of 

technological aids we had to rely on what our ears perceived in 

an uncontrolled environment. 

On the basis of what we heard, we would like to point out 

that, as most of the scholars do treat, Vedic Sanskrit should not 

be treated as a fixed language because it is not a fixed language. 

We feel that if taken supra-segmental variations into account 
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no language which is still being spoken whether used in religious 

ceremonies or in public, by naitve scholars or by professionals can 

save itself from undergoing a change. And it is a fact that Vedic 

Sanskrit is being spoken by people even now, though the number 

of people may be smalland they may not be using it to communicate 

with others. Recently we happened tovisit 'VishwaVeda Sammelan' 

which was held in New Delhi. There, we were exposed to the 

chanting of verses given in ~gveda by Vedic scholars from South 

as well as North of India. Although Vedic Scholars learnt it from 

their seniors as a part of transfer of tradition but this transfer of 

language was not absolute as it appeared to us. Some kind of 

change was there at least at the level of supra-segmentals. 
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I I 

( 1) front 

i: 
lligh 

Lower high 

lligher mid: 

Lo\-\ er mid 

lligher low 

Centr;-~1 Back 

M(';-~n mid ce~rral 
unrounded 

tower mid b~ck 
unrounded 

(unrounded) Front low 
(5)" ._ _________ -J..Ja L------v 

Appendix 1 : Vowels of Panjabi as given by 
Amarnath Malik 



Bi- L1f>io- Dt•ntill A/n'(>- raliitill C.1cu- Vcli1r G/ot-
lilbi,,J! dent.1I /.1r menill tal' 

I 

or 
Retro-
flex 

Stops 
vis} p k unasp 

vis} ph th th kh 
asp 

vd} 
unasp b d 4 g 

•tonill } 
.,~,, 

hh llh t!h J;h 

Arfric.1tcs 
vis} c 

una~r 

vis} ch asp 

vd} 
unasp 
tonal} 

asp jh 

Fricatives 

vis} "lfl s ~ •[x) h 
vd v •[z) •[oJ 

Nasals m n t:t 
. Laterals I 

Trill r 
Flap r 
Semi-vowds "lwl y 

Fig. 2. Table of Majhi consonants. 

"Thl.• symbol!' within brackets· rcpn·scnt allophon~• or subsidiary 
mcml>crs uf I he phonemes.•· · · . 

ll'fhc 1tm.1l ilspirah·~ /hh, dh, "h. gh/ ilnd the tonal affricate/jh/ are not 
simplt• phom•nws~ hul .ut• compound phom•mes rqmpriscd o( ploslve!l or 
affricate, arcnmp.1nil'li by tonl'S. (Vide Chapter 4, Arts. 19-24 and30.) 

1Tht• most fn"'.lllt!nl Sl•Und isc011J~ its prindp.ll mt•mbt>ror nonn.lt is usually the 
suund which would l>e ~ivcn H a ~rStm with unstudied pronunciation were asked 
'to ~y the sound hy il'ICif'. The uther sounds belonging to tht~ phoneme otre called 
subsidiifiY membt>rs. The term .11lc>phvm.> is uSI'd to denote a particular member, 
princip.,l or suhsidhuy, of a phoneme. !Vide D. Jones, An OutUne of Eng/i$h 
Phonetics, Art. 1Q7). 

I 

Appendix 2 · consonants of Panjabi as given by 
Amarnath Malik. 



... • .. - I' < ... d 

~I 
.: ; ci 0 :o ,; ... ,; 

~ 
... -0 

~ • • •• . ..... .. .: .... ,; - .: ,; ; ~ 
c • 
~ • ... 

I • 81 > 
~ 

il ~ • :: .. ,.. .. I 8 ~ .:: 
! u c ~ .; 

~~ 
.: • .;. 'fl ... t: ... 

I 
... .. ... " .. .. 

~ :: u ... • .. 
i .. ... ... ... II ... ... 

~ :: .. : ... • • . . 
~·i 

. ... . 
0 r. ,.. • .. ... .. 

~ ... .c £ ... :::l u u e ... 
~ .... :: ~ 3 1: ! 

. . 1.': ll i .. • . ... .. . . .. ::l I g ~ e ... I .. .. .. 
~ .. • .c ~ • ~ 0 I! ~ e • .c I ... • .... 0 .A .. ... ... .. ... 

~ 
... .. • ... ,!. !! . .. u .c I ~ • • 11 ..... 

..... ;:- ;::- ..... .. ... ~ .. ! ..... .................. '""" .. .3 .. i! ~ ... .. !:! ..... , • tG .. .. ... 1111 ... ..,. .. 

"' "' ... !: .... ...... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ...... ........... ' ..... 

11 
.. 
u 
! 
0 

llet•-l'Wlllllrt • 
•:.-t4 •tlllll'lhA .. ~' 

,.., .... ... : ... . ;;, ... ... 

" ""~ "' ... 
~ lo ... 

I - -:,_ . ;. !;. . .. u•nu - - ... 
2 I 

~ :. .. - .. I 

..... , ..... ,.~'JY'f'W'C ---- . ~ ~ -- - - - .. .. . . I 1, . . . . t .. .,~.,.,,., ... , • i ? ~ . . . 
,.,_, .. ;;, .... .. .. .... .:. '• ------ ~-· f'll- ....... l~Wl '! -. ~ 

0 :· . . 
tWlttrn• .. .. .. .. . ; • i 

. ! .. . . . ! . .. c 

! . . . ; . . . . . . . . j l i . . . . . . . . " " . ! . : .!! . . 
• 

. 
.! .! ~ .:: . . 

~ 
. . i .:: .:: . . " : ~ ! .. . • . . . .. . . ~ "' . 
! . -: ~ : ~ :- :- . .. ! .. ! -: t : j 

.. ~ .. .. . " " " - 2 .. .; :;; ii .. -: . : :;: : : . 2 .. -: ! ~ . . • . . . . ~ . . .. . . . " .. " 2 :; :: = .. 
~ 

. . . . ::; ,; ,; I. . ~ : .. • : . : ~ .. c ! ~ . : . 1 . • l 1 . 1 l . . !I ;,1 . . . . . . .. v " l r :: . r r . . . . " " . 
t ~ .: : • ..; ~ • .. .. ~ .31 . . -: ! ,. . ! . . -: . . . . - . - . . . . . . . • 

Appendix 3 · sound pattern of Panjabi as given in 
Madieson (1984) based on Gill & Gleason. 



)> 
"0 
"0 
CD 
:::::::l 
Q. 
x· 
J::::-

0 "U .. 
rtc"U 
:::;:::::J' 
CD'-· 0 
,OJ:::::::s 
Vl cr c 
"0 "j"':::::::l 
cmn 
.,..-.:-:::::J -· 
-\,..J tl"'\ Ill _,......:_rt 
Vl -· -· :::;VlO 
CD :::; :::::::l 

a. a* -·CD crn< 
<rt -·o 
"'CO-n 
c:::::J 
:::::JOJ"U 
'-• ') OJ 
ru<:::::l cr ._, 
-· cr ru c< cr 

(./) -· 
:::::l • "'' -· (./) ...., <· Vl 
CD ~lO 
') 0 -· 
~.Vl < 
rt':::J'CD 
-:< -·:::::::l 

OJ-· 
:::::J:::::::l 
c. 

PRO:Vt.:.f\'C/.4 T/0 .... KF.Y 

-~;.4S.I~ 
--------------·- --------
Uurnm~hi a.~ ll.'fC!d in _ Gurfl!ukjri. _ 

v,....Js J;~/I<JI f.Si tTllnScription 

i: __!_ __ 1 , «A. see fm. Jff/ 
I ft! --r it; sit ~- ftfz/ 

~ 
.... egg, bed ~~- fh/ e 

~ 
.. add, liat f~.'jcl a: 

a: 11fT T unn. b<llh j>t{TH.'ilfffl 
Iii 

~ fbt.s,':k/ r. odd. hoi 

~ 
.. 

all,cuun /~. 'J:zf "); 

f_. 1£2/ n - - _,put 

~ oou:, boot 1~-FI u: .. -
»( up, bun f>~~u. 8"'in I 

3: '>1: earn. hun, />tf:n, CJ'>I:c/ 

;> "' above, 'dancer (~.~·) 

Diphthon~ 

e1 ~- "fl! aid. bale /~-~/ 
a1 >tflfu, ~ ice. nine /~.~/ 

:JI· ~. ~~ oil. boy /~. tJll!f 

:lU ~ ode, go /~-~/ 
au 

. •. -~ ~ out. tout /~.~/ 
1:> fl!>tf f»~ ear, fear /fi!>tf•,fu>tf•t 
e~ ~ 'iof air. fare ~~·-~·/ 

U:! ~ _ .... -;poor I-. IJ>tf"/ 

"indicates • il-liRk bclixc • followinl! ~-1. 
slrrss afc:tal 
fl indiallcs prii'IUII}' siRSS on lhc followin~ syllable : n:'mcmbcr /~"/ 
IJ indicalcs sccondar)· sueu on 1~ ftliiM•i"' syllabic: .-ca'dcmie /.~/ 
A s~mbc>l •·ithin round bnckcts ( I indiallc:S ddl lhc souncl.is often Mlincd. 

Consonants 

-p ... ~-

b "If -~ 

t c ;,; 
. - '~ 

d .., 
k q 

g (IT 

f i:" 

v ~ 

s ~ 

z " e lf 

0 -e 
I 9 

3 "!' 

h (] 

t/ a 
d3 " 
m ){ 

n n 

IJ :i 

I 5 

r 0 

J ·t;f 

w ~ 

X "!f 

_ .. 
cr. ----
bad 

'" .... -' -· 
day 

kite 

gun 

fun 
\'Cry 

seat 

zip 

three 

that 

ship 

mca<Ure 

hean 

chip 

jeep 

man 

nap 
sing 
lap 
rot 

.yet 
weep 
loch 

. 
J~/ 

~I 
1*!'1 
....:-==--

ftlt!l 
·····----
/"ilffrRI 
/~I 

I~/ 

/tfa/ 
/Rtc/ 
lf.N/ 
/rs<tl/ 
I~/ 

/firu/ 
~~-, 

. /<JlC/ 
/fuu/ 
"/tftu/ 
/~/ 
ft'uf 
/fr:f:i/ 
/~I 
/~I 
terct 
/<iN/ 
I~/ 

oc: 
.h 

I 



··--------.,., 
THE DEVAN!.GARI. LETTERS. 

~- 111 

~ ' ~ 

~-- ... 
~ 1( 

..a- ) 0 

1 ~ ftprttented in \he Veda bJ a), at l (or I). 
1 ~' ftJ•rt:.eated in the V.da bJ O(jf, a. th (or ll). 

Appendix 5 : Devanagari Alphabet as given by 
Maxmueller. 
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